
Episode 26: Great PM Book Series: Bosky Mukherjee Interviews Tessa West,

author of Jerks at Work

Bosky Mukherjee (02:04):

Well, hi, Tessa. I am such a huge fan of your book. I wish I had this early on in my career and I was

reading it last night. I was like, "I got to read just a few things just to be prepared." And I was like, "Gee,

that person, that person, that person. Am I this person?"

Tessa West (02:27):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (02:30):

And yeah, so grateful to chat with you. So maybe we'll start with a little bit about your background.

You're a social scientist. What sparked your interest? How did you get into this field? And then, what led

you to write the book?

Tessa West (02:55):

Yeah, these are great questions. And feel free to ask me anything about my job, my career, but also my

life. I'm actually an open book. So as you could tell from my book, I do like to talk about my own

experiences, both as being a target of jerks, but also when I've had these uncomfortable moments of

realizing that I was irritating everyone in my office. So I'm happy to talk about all those things. My kind of

start as a social psychologist. So I'm a Social Psychology Professor at New York University. I've been here

for about 15 years. I'm a native Californian and I grew up in Southern California. I had lots of jobs in

college. I sold men's shoes at Nordstroms, which inspired my first chapter on the Kiss Up/Kick Downer.

So I worked in kind of high end retail and I started doing research when I was an undergraduate at UC

Santa Barbara.

And some of the very first studies that I was a part of were really all about making people feel very

uncomfortable and anxious and looking at what happened to them behaviorally and what happened to

them physiologically. So one of the first studies we did actually, looked at what happens when you

interact with someone who has a stigma. We put birthmarks on people's faces, and looked to see, a port

wine stain birthmark, and looked to see what happens. This is all done by a MAC makeup counter expert

that we actually hired to come in, and I had the makeup put on my face at one point. And I didn't know if

I had the birthmark or if I was in the control condition where they just put a ton of foundation on me, my

skin suffered that those couple months. But we did these cool studies where we'd see that the way

people behaved often didn't match the physiology.

So they'd be really nice and over the top and positive, even though they're showing these clear signs of

stress. And I just found it really fascinating that people feel uncomfortable a lot. They feel like this at

work, at home, often in the workplace, when we're trying to deal with confrontation or difficult people
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or awkward situations, we don't have these kind of great strategies of dealing with these things. We're

awkward. And so, if your boss asks, "Do you have any feedback for me?" Or "What can I do better?"

You're like, "You're wonderful. Everything's great." We don't like to talk about the uncomfortable stuff.

And I started realizing this as a researcher, very young, at around 18 or 19, but I was also kind of noticing

this in the workplace. And then, when I went to graduate school, at the University of Connecticut, I really

focused in on studying pairs and studying teams, understanding their behaviors when they're doing

tough things like giving feedback or telling someone an altruistic lie or negotiating with someone who

comes from a different country from them.

So I'm really in the business of just studying uncomfortable interactions, in all of these kinds of settings.

From the workplace to medical encounters with your doctor, your physician, and really understanding

some of these basic building blocks of relationships and how they influence these things. And a big

theme of my book is really about conflict and how to handle it and how to manage it effectively. And I've

learned a lot from studying these things, but also in these kind of side jobs I've had growing up and

through college and things like that led me to the place where I'm like, "No one knows how to do this

stuff well. It's really hard. Maybe I should write a book that kind of just takes the mystery out of it,

provides some strategies for folks."

Bosky Mukherjee (06:10):

That's interesting. Interesting. So I wanted to ask, then, a follow-up question. Do we do something

unintentionally that encourages a jerk like behavior from someone else?

Tessa West (06:26):

Yeah. I think that's a really good question. And a lot of people will ask me, "What am I doing that's

putting this target on my back?" I'd say, there's kind of two parts to that. First, if you feel like you are

doing things that make you a target of jerks, that doesn't necessarily mean the onus is on you to fix

those jerks, fix those behaviors. But it does help to learn what attracts certain people. And I think,

sometimes it's things we're doing and sometimes it's things that are really features of the workplace. So

in terms of things we're doing, I think jerks tend to target people who aren't well connected at work,

they're new, they're newcomers, they're lower on the totem pole, they don't have these kind of informal

networks that help them, they're not part of the whisper network or the hidden curriculum.

These individuals. And they often come from disadvantaged groups, historically that don't have this kind

of knowledge. I grew up very blue collar, so I felt very out of place in an academic setting. These kinds of

things can make you a target. That doesn't mean it's your fault, but it's good to know sort of who's going

to be targeted. Kiss Up Kick Downers, for example, will really target employees whose bosses don't have

them on the radar. They're not kind of worried about them or thinking about their progress. Sometimes

that's because the employee is new, sometimes it's because the boss is pretty hands off. But kind of just

knowing what traits about yourself make you a good target. People who are non-confrontational, who

are very friendly at work, tend to be targeted by people, like credit stealers and free writers, because

they won't speak up, because it's uncomfortable.
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Or bulldozers. People who don't have voice at work, who are not comfortable saying, "Let me finish,"

which honestly is 90% of us. They will be targeted. And so you have to develop some strategies around

that. And I'd say, most of the time, this strategy isn't be the opposite of who you are, it's form

relationships with other people who can kind of help shield you from this person, protect you from this

person, or make you no longer a great target. And I think a lot of what we do at work is try to say, "Oh,

okay, I'm going to become super assertive. I'm shy, but F that. I'm going to become really assertive,

because then, I won't be targeted."

I actually don't think the solution is to turn yourself into someone you're not. It's, "Given who I am and

what I'm comfortable with, what is realistically going to work for me? And what are my strengths? And

what are my kind of weaknesses? What are my Achilles heels at work that will make me a target? And

how can I, then, kind of supplement other people to help fill those gaps in so that I'm less of a target?"

Bosky Mukherjee (08:55):

When you were kind of mentioning that, I was like, "Geez." Every single time, I think, when I talk to

people in my community or when I reflect on my own journey, I've tried to be someone else. And usually

it is more trying to be the guy in the room.

Tessa West (09:11):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (09:12):

For a lot of women. Right? And I don't remember where I studied this, but in school, maybe it was

organization behavior. There were all these different kinds of powers in the office. And there was expert

power in this. And there is this one associated power, like who are the people you know? And that's

exactly what you're talking about. Right? It's about building that, wall, I would say a bridge almost, right?

Tessa West (09:36):

Yeah. It's building a bridge, it's learning what a social network is at work and how you can utilize it. And I

think there's a lot of myths around this, right? So we hear that, if you're trying to connect too much with

others, you're going to look too thirsty, you're going to look like you're trying too hard, you're going to

look like relationships are transactional. And I don't think that's true. I think we shy away from people

that are not on our teams or who aren't our best friends, because we're afraid of giving off this

impression of just looking like we're trying too hard. We're this weird place in the world where it's both

totally okay to look like you're trying too hard and to promote yourself and also totally, everybody makes

fun of you for it at the same time. And I have a nine year old and he's constantly juggling these two

identities.

And I do think that's a real problem that a lot of us face and have to kind of figure out, "How can I

actually network with people in a way that doesn't feel so inauthentic." And a lot of that is offering

knowledge to people that you don't normally speak to, offering advice, offering to network and form

communities with people who are a little bit off your radar. It takes work. I mean, I'm part of a

community of new and up and coming authors. And it takes work for us to set aside the time and to have

these meetings and things like that. But a lot of us are missing that right now, because of the pandemic
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and the way that we work. But I really think it's essential to kind of learn those relationships. I talk in my

book about becoming a network node.

Bosky Mukherjee (10:58):

Yes.

Tessa West (10:59):

Or learning to become a network node. What the difference is between having lots of social ties versus

advice ties. So this is all jargony, but it really comes down to, people love you and they think you're fun,

versus they go to you for advice. They go to you to find out what days of the week should I meet with the

boss? Who's kind of full of it and who actually has useful information? Who knows how to get my

computer order done more efficiently around here? Little things like that really matter because they

affect people's day to day lives. And I think if you can become that person that can answer some of those

questions, for me, I hang out with the people who work in it all the time. They have the best information

and everybody ignores them, and it's crazy to me.

Bosky Mukherjee (11:40):

Yes.

Tessa West (11:42):

They know all the best gossip, they have the best kind of network model of anybody, but they also are

super useful for just making our lives easier. And then we can help promote them in ways that they don't

expect. So you got to learn how to have these kind of different kinds of relationships. And I think, to echo

the point you made earlier, of like, "I wish I had this when I was younger." I wish I did too. Most of the

stuff I talk about, I did not learn until I was in my thirties. I had like a good solid... I've been working since

I was 14. So I had a decade and a half of just hell until I kind of figured it out.

Bosky Mukherjee (12:16):

So I'm just kind of thinking about this particular community, Women In Product. You have these folks

who are in these really, really high stake roles, right? They're constantly working with people, and a lot of

the times there are these constant struggles, whether it is a difficult stakeholder, whether indeed it is a

jerk, whether indeed maybe, it's a dominant personality, it's also a tech field, so a lot of the time women

are the minority and of course, there's a lot of person of color, women of color.

Tessa West (12:47):

Yep.

Bosky Mukherjee (12:47):

You add more layers to it. If you are a neuro divergent, you add more layers to it. I mean, so I'm just

wondering, usually you would not just be dealing with one jerk. Right? Probably could have multiple.

How do you then navigate? It's a lot of gymnastics in our head then, right?

Tessa West (13:06):

It is a lot. I think that's a really good point. In fact, no, one's brought this up to me. You talk about your

jerks like there are one offs. But yes, I think you can definitely be handling multiple jerks at once. I think

kind of one way to organize this is in terms of sort of who has power over you and who doesn't. Not just

in terms of who's a jerk, but can the people in power help you deal with your jerks or are they actually

the source of the problem? And I think kind of the number one most important thing that people need
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to understand is that at work, status hierarchies are very much a real thing. Status conferral, who has

prestige and respect, that happens immediately. So even in organizations that feel flat, they aren't really

flat. There's always someone whose voice has heard more than other peoples who can credit steal.

So you have to kind of learn that map first. And then I would organize your problems a little bit around

that. If it's easy for you, not easy, none of this is easy, but relatively easier to deal with certain jerks

because of where they fall in the power structure, so for example, let's say you have a free rider on your

team, everyone likes him, it's kind of easier just to pick up their slack than deal, that's a relatively easy

one to deal with in so far as your boss actually cares. And you can help provide the solution to the

problem. Instead of just complaining, go to your boss and say, "We want to change how we record keep."

And things like that. I offer some advice in my book. That is one in which a powerful person has a clear

role and they are at least, presumably motivated to help you care.

I organize kind of my difficult people at work in terms of who in power can help me. If on the extreme

end of that is, it's the person in power who is the jerk. They don't want to change and there's a whole

support structure around them that's preventing them or even encouraging their behavior, that's when I

start to think a little bit about an exit strategy. So you can think of this as in a continuum. Do people in

power care? All the way from, "Absolutely, yes, if they knew about this, they would help me solve it." To,

"Absolutely, no, they are the problem. And in fact, the people above them like their behavior." Figure out

where you fall on that continuum. And then that will sort of help you sort your priorities around these

difficult people.

Bosky Mukherjee (15:13):

Okay. I mean, it's really stakeholder management 101.

Tessa West (15:18):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (15:18):

I like that you've kind of given it names and meanings, as opposed to just this blanket statement that

we've kind of grown up listening and learning about. Right? Why do people become jerks? Does it just

happen overnight?

Tessa West (15:33):

Yeah. Are we awesome when we're six and then we wake up and we're 35 and everybody hates us? I

wonder that too. It's a little existential. I do think that all of us, I mean, there's two parts to this answer.

One is, all of us have some weakness that under the right situations will turn us into a jerk. And if anyone

tells you, "I don't have any of those weaknesses," then they have some narcissism breeding, going on. I

think that kind of what usually brings out that weakness, and for some of us, it's micromanagement, for

some of us is neglect. And is usually how anxious we are and how much we feel like we can't cope with

the demands of a situation. So we saw during the pandemic that a lot of people felt like there's a lot of

demands being placed on them and they can't live up to the challenges.

They don't have the time, they don't have the resources, whatever it is. And in the land of social
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physiology where I live, we call this a threat state. It's, "My heart is beating, but I don't actually..." It's

walking into a test in college and looking at it and being like, "Oh my God, I don't know any of the

answers." It's that feeling, that visceral feeling versus a challenge state, which is, "There's a lot of

demands on the situation, but I actually feel like I can love to the challenge." Right? It's that recital, that

piano recital you did after you practice a million times, you feel confident, you're nervous, but you're

confident. And I feel like when we're in that threat state is when that brings out our weaknesses,

whether that's to disengage from people, to use blame as a way of coping with our own negative

emotions, whatever it is, learn to identify that in yourself and others. You can't often predict sort of the

antecedence of it, but you can predict how you respond.

So that will bring out your jerk. Whether you're feeling that psychological, that physiological threat or

challenge. The other is, what kind of workplace are you in? And the funny thing is, a lot of people say to

me, "Well, why wouldn't you just not work for a place that breeds jerk behavior?" Well, it turns out that

those are actually really hard to identify, because some good things bring out jerk behavior. So for

example, if you work in a place where your boss really trusts you, there's a ton of creativity involved, it's

really hard to know who said what, and the teams are cohesive, everyone's super conscientious and

they're rewarded as a collective, I think I called them the three CS in my book, that doesn't seem at all

like the trappings of a jerk world, but that can make you absolutely vulnerable to jerks.

And so knowing what those features of the context are at the interview stage, the onboarding stage or

whatever stage. And don't just look for negative things like competitiveness and cut throatness, sure, of

course those breed jerk behavior, but so do some of these positive things like lots of trust, handing off

power to people who are eager to take on jobs that nobody else wants. Of course, we want to work in a

place where someone does the thinkless jobs nobody wants, but that can lead to bulldozers in the right

situation. So learning to identify those things, combined with knowing what brings out the worst in you

and other people, I think is really sort of the recipe for knowing why someone, when someone becomes

a jerk is kind of a better way of thinking about that. Under what conditions are you going to become a

jerk?

Bosky Mukherjee (18:41):

Absolutely. When I was, I think reading your book last night, when I ended up with PTSD and all of those

things, I was in a really vulnerable state a few years ago. And I felt like at work, I was starting to exhibit

the negligent boss and some of those. And does that make... I know that I was probably making the lives

of my team really, really difficult. And it's so interesting to actually, what you mentioned, how they figure

out, what are some of those conditions. I'm a witch, right? It kind of heightens that. You brought an

interesting point Tessa about what we were talking before, and that made me think at workplace, given

the current climate that we live in, there are conversations and behaviors where we either have become

a little bit overly sensitive, perhaps, maybe this is not a comfortable question, I'm not certainly feeling

comfortable even asking. But I just feel what I'm seeing, right? There are certain sensitive, I think, as a

group, we have probably become a little bit more sensitive as well.

Tessa West (19:52):

Yeah.
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Bosky Mukherjee (19:53):

Maybe we all struggle. What is appropriate? What is a tactful way to behave? What is the right thing to

say versus not right thing to say?

Tessa West (20:02):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (20:03):

And so in these situations, how right is it to feel like someone is really being a jerk or are we just

becoming more sensitive about it?

Tessa West (20:16):

Yeah, I think it's a great question. And I teach social psychology to undergraduates. And on the first day

of class, you say, "How many of you are afraid of being canceled? That you're going to say the wrong

thing and you're going to be canceled?" And the entire class raises their hand. And then I say, "How

many have you ever tried to shame or cancel another person?" The entire class raises their hand? So we

are both the victims and the perpetrators of this issue. And I think it's a very real one. And what we're

actually seeing now, I promise, I'll answer your question, but I do a lot of work in this space and I do a lot

of diversity and inclusion training and those kinds of things. And what we're seeing now is a paralysis

around this.

People are so afraid that they will say or do the wrong thing. That they'll be a misstep that they actually

freeze. So they would rather just do nothing at all. And there's this great research on freezing to avoid

looking prejudice, where people, instead of doing something that makes them feel uncomfortable,

they'll just completely freeze. And so companies aren't doing anything, people aren't showing up to

these meetings anymore, these town halls, because they're really terrified of doing and saying the wrong

thing. So I think it's very much a real problem. I think everyone is terrified of it. But they're also at the

same time, kind of perpetuating this issue. So one thing I focus a lot on in my book, isn't so much about

how we feel about other people, it's what other people are doing specifically. And I think in this space,

often we talk about our feelings.

"I feel like I'm being socially rejected. I feel like you don't trust me or respect me." Those feelings are very

real, but they're very hard to actually do anything about, especially if you're a person in power, who's

overseeing this kind of conversation. "I feel disrespected by you." Well, you say to me, "Well, maybe your

work should be higher quality and then you'll garner some respect." This just becomes a debate between

two people that's in an impasse. It's an unsolvable, intractable conflict. Instead, we need to move the

conversation to what exactly is it that you did that I took issue with? And bring it up right away, don't let

it stew. And that needs to be a very specific behavior. So I'm all about the kind of small frequent

feedback that might sting a little bit, but it's not going to sting a lot and you're not going to feel super

threatened by it.

And then at the end, ask for feedback from that person. So you're both the giving and the receiving. That

kind of mental exercise of, "Are you afraid of being canceled, but do you cancel?" There was like a bit of
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an "Aha" moment. And I think people start to realize, they have a lot of feedback for other people, but

they're actually not super interested in getting that feedback back. And as a manager or anyone in any

sort of a team lead, you can teach people that anytime they want to give feedback to someone or bring

up a behavior, they have to ask for some feedback in return at the same level of specificity.

And people quickly learn how to have these conversations in a much more effective way that kind of

takes the feelings out and makes them really confident in doing them immediately after the thing in

question, before our memories fade and our biases kick in and influence the things we remember. But

it's a real issue. And I meet a lot with executive leadership teams that are just throwing up their hands

like, "I've tried a million things and it's never enough. Forget it, I'm not even showing up to the next one

of these." And there's a real frustration in the air that we're going to have to grapple with, I think in the

next couple years, for sure.

Bosky Mukherjee (23:41):

So what advice would you have for someone who is conflict averse then? Because what you just said,

and I talk about this a lot with people when I'm mentoring, right? Especially, for people within high state

roles. There are going to be problems, you just can't avoid them.

Tessa West (23:59):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (24:02):

Even, though I've been doing this for more than 20 years, I think my default state is to just freeze and run

away. I don't want to deal with it. Right?

Tessa West (24:09):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (24:09):

But then, I'm going to stick around, I'm going to try to figure out and half of the times I'm doing it,

probably not the best way. But for people like us who are conflict of averse, what would you advise to

start building that muscle? So then become a little bit natural?

Tessa West (24:24):

It is not natural. And I think some of us it's way more. I mean, so my husband's Canadian, he is so conflict

averse. He will actually hide and turn the lights up. Okay?. Yeah. And I mean, it's unreal. I'm like, "Wow,

you really could have just told the neighbor to move their stroller, instead of just dealing with it for six

years."

Bosky Mukherjee (24:43):

Yeah.

Tessa West (24:43):

Which he did, he just dealt with it for six years. I think for starters, the word conflict is a bad word, and

for good reasons. We think of conflict means you're fighting. And if we could just relabel, relabeling, I

think is powerful. Communication. So just instead of using the word, have a conflict with someone,

communicate with them when you have a thought. And the thing you're bringing up, shouldn't always be
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negative. So part of the problem with this, and I have this whole framework of how you bring up

something that your boss is doing that bugs you,

Bosky Mukherjee (25:15):

Yeah.

Tessa West (25:16):

Is that the only time we give feedback is when it's to tell someone, we don't like what they're doing. How

many times has someone come to you and said, "Can I give you some feedback? You did an amazing job

at X, Y, Z. That's it? That's all I had to say. Keep up the good work." No, our heart's pounding. I'm like, "Oh

God, what are they going to say? What are they going to say?" Because the only time I have this

association in my mind of my boss, only kind of walking in here and shutting the door when it's bad

news. So part of that is just working up this muscle to have clear communication, not just about the

things that people are doing that bug us, but the things that we want them to do more of that we like.

We never tell people, "Do more of X." It's always just, "Do less of X."

And I think as a parent, I try to practice this with my kid. Like, "You did a really good job when you did

this thing." And not always end it with a, "But maybe next time you should do this part differently." Just

that's it. And then he kind of feels less nervous in that kind of... The stress of delivering that information,

doesn't come with this anticipatory response of like, "Oh my God, what's happening." And we as

deliverers and we as receivers feel that. And I think, if we could just take the time to give positive

feedback of things we want people to do more of, it would actually help build this muscle of also giving

that negative feedback. But we just don't do that.

Bosky Mukherjee (26:33):

Yeah.

Tessa West (26:34):

It takes time and it's boring. So people don't do it. And performance management is all the business of

negative feedback, right?

Bosky Mukherjee (26:41):

Yeah. Absolutely. And I think is such an important point for product managers. Because, in these roles,

you are giving kudos and recognizing your entire team for all the wonderful work that you've done. And

usually it feels like a thankless job. And if you have a good manager who does give you kudos and

recognize your work, it could be behind the doors.

Tessa West (27:04):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (27:04):

Because, a lot of the time it's not public. I remember once, I was leading a team and I would make it a

point where they deserved, that I would acknowledge my product managers and my team. And my boss

called me in our one-on-one and actually told me, "Why am I specifically giving kudos to the product

manager? I should be just transferring the recognition to others." And I'm like, "We're already

recognizing everyone else. This person does." And he specifically said, "Well, you should do it in your

one, on one, not in a public space." And I'm like, "Why not?"
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Tessa West (27:36):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (27:38):

And I think it's so important what you said, because the reframing only can happen if we see both sides

of the spectrum, not just one.

Tessa West (27:48):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (27:49):

Right?

Tessa West (27:49):

Both as the receiver and giver and also the positive and the negative. And we have to fill out all four

quadrants, I think.

Bosky Mukherjee (27:55):

Yeah. So let me take a look at the other question that I have. And I know when I was in your book, you

have people across all these different kind of levels who are representing some form of a jerk. But in the

typical corporate hierarchy, where are these jerks most prevalent? Are they usually the bosses of middle

managers? Are they typically the C-suite?

Tessa West (28:24):

Yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (28:24):

Can you be an entry level person just entering the job front and still be maybe a really harmful jerk?

Tessa West (28:31):

Yeah. I think it's a good question. And I think it's going to be industry specific. There's a million caveats,

but I do think of course, you can be entry level, I think. Entry level people are just sort of less likely to get

away with a lot of these bad behaviors. There's certain types of jerks, like gas liters that are very high up

in the organization.

Bosky Mukherjee (28:48):

Yeah.

Tessa West (28:48):

It's sort of, it's required that they have a support structure to get away with this. That's sort of part of the

problem, right? Is that other leaders respect them and they don't know what's going on. And of course,

neglectful bosses and micromanagers and stuff like that. I would say, there is this kind of curse for middle

managers, where they both tend to be victims of jerk bosses, and they also become jerks themselves.

And sometimes what we see are things like neglectful middle managers are neglecting because they

have a micromanager who oversees them and sucks up 90% of their time.

So I wouldn't say there's necessarily one place in the hierarchy where the jerks live, that we could just

sort of learn a sidestep, more like who's going to be the most vulnerable to these kinds of issues at work.
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And I really do think it's this really tough spot to get over in middle management, because you spend

most of your time actually reporting to your boss, but your direct reports don't know that, in fact, they

think you just exist for them. And it's a really tough spot to be in. And I think, of all the career stages, that

makes you the most vulnerable, and it's the most important to kind of learn these strategies, I think

earlier on in your career, so you can kind of figure out how to deal with them when you do become a

middle manager. I think a lot of middle managers are surprised to find themselves in the situation,

because when they were just a direct report, they could do their job fine. And now they're managing

people and they're getting pressure from the top and bottom, and it's just a really rough spot.

Bosky Mukherjee (30:13):

Yeah. And usually they probably get to middle management without training.

Tessa West (30:19):

Yep.

Bosky Mukherjee (30:20):

I think a lot of those soft skills, human skills don't exist. I started managing people like products in my

first manager [inaudible 00:30:28].

Tessa West (30:28):

Oh, yeah.

Bosky Mukherjee (30:29):

And that is a recipe for disaster.

Tessa West (30:32):

But you wouldn't know that right? Because, no one taught you. And I talked to a lot of hiring managers

lately in talent acquisition, even recruiters for this research project I'm doing. And when I ask them, "Do

you look for these kinds of skills?" They really don't. Or if they do, it's like, "We give them a hypothetical

situation that has an obvious right answer and say like, 'What would you do?'" Right? That's their way of

assessing this and there's no training. It's like, "Okay, someone's crying in your office. What do you do?"

Okay. Now, they've established how well you can handle these very complex social situations. It's crazy, it

makes no sense.

Bosky Mukherjee (31:07):

You bring an interesting point. It reminds me of my little one, my son, my seven year old. So we are in

this thing where we try to teach him what is expected behaviors, socially and things like that. Right? And

so we have quite a few games, like feelings and a lot of those things. And he does absolutely great, like

10 out of 10 when he's playing games. But then when you take him out of the game construct in a social

setting, he's lost a lot of the times and it often makes me wonder, right? Like how come the things that

he knows in a game setting, how come they don't just apply naturally? And the thing that you said, even

during hiring, I think all of these behavioral questions that are based on hypothetical situations, I think

we all know when we are not in the thick of it, what is the right thing to do? But I think when we are, it's

either that threat thing that you said, that probably just messes up with how we need to behave. Right?

Tessa West (32:06):

Yeah. It's crazy to me this still happens. Because, in social psychology, what we've known for a very long

time, that how people respond to vignette studies, so these scenarios, almost never translates to how
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they respond to actual interpersonal interactions. I have a student who's doing research on how you

interact at work with someone who's a moral violator. They've done something morally reprehensible.

And in a vignette setting, if you say, "Hey, this person..." We use dog fighting, so imagine that you're

working with someone who tweeted, "Dog fighting is kind of fun. Don't you think?" In the vignette,

people are like, "There's no way. I would reject them." In person, they are so nice to these people.

Bosky Mukherjee (32:43):

Wow.

Tessa West (32:43):

They are overly nice. The only thing that they kind of do is they're a little tough on them in negotiations,

but they report liking them after talking to them. All of this stuff, it just completely falls off. Because how

we expect to behave and what we actually do in this situation are rarely actually that highly correlated.

So expectancies, these false scenarios, I'm a hundred percent with you, my kid is the same way. He Aces

these things, and then in person, he cannot regulate his emotions at all, he loses it. And I'm like, "Of

course, you do. Of course, these little games, these eyes in the mind, empathy things, don't work.

Because then you get all mad that someone blocked your goal" Or whatever it is. So yes, I think we have

to really rethink how we sample these things and how we train these things.

Bosky Mukherjee (33:29):

So how should then hiring happen? Where on the two sides, I know this is probably a way bigger

question, but for a company that's looking to hire, how do you then identify potential jerks? Or if you are

a candidate, how do you assess if there are jerks? I mean, people just struggle to even figure out from a

cultural standpoint, if it would be suited for them. So how do we have this dimension now to test on

both sides?

Tessa West (33:58):

Yeah. I think it's such an important question. I think no one's quite getting it right. And we know this

because turnover is really high and people starting new jobs and 80% of them are regretting it. I think

one of the things is, we don't know what to look for in companies, we don't know how to look for red

flags during the interview phase. And I think part of that is because we don't interrogate potential new

jobs as much as our current job. So there are things we could do to interrogate potential new jobs and

not just have this kind of grass as greener thing. So for instance, a boss who will give you these vague

platitudes, like "I'll turn you into a star, you'll be so great." But they can't tell you exactly how they do

that, and no one who works for them can tell you that. That's a huge red flag.

One easy thing that we don't do is actually look to people's existing social networks to reference. So a lot

of hiring managers I've talked to said they actually don't care at all who your references are, they would

never talk to them. Because that's just a bias sample. I'm talking at major companies. They just don't

believe in references.

Bosky Mukherjee (34:58):

Yeah.

Tessa West (34:58):
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That's a bias sample. I'm like, "Well, what about their existing social network? People that they worked

with? No one that they nominated, but people you could ask as external reviewers? They would just

never do that unless there was a huge red flag. And so going to people's past team members, which you

can figure out who those people are on LinkedIn, it's not that hard doing that kind of homework, both

from the perspective of the interviewee and the interviewer. If I was to switch jobs and leave NYU and go

somewhere else, I would interrogate everyone in that department and figure out what their contacts

think of them. And not the contacts they tell me they have, the ones that I know they have. And we learn

a lot about reputation by doing that, but it takes work and recruiters don't even do that kind of work.

And I think that's kind of the main thing we should do.

Bosky Mukherjee

And I think as a candidate, a lot of times I think people, even if they see red flags, I think we just ignore. I

think, obviously, in this equation, the companies have more from a power standpoint than candidates,

especially in a market like this right now.

And so I think a lot of the times when I speak with people, they're like, "Yeah. That didn't sit very well,

but it's all going to get better." So you make a really good point. As a jerk, could you be exhibiting

multiple jerk traits?

Tessa West

Yeah. I talk about these jerks as if they're like independent, and if you're this, you can't be that.

Absolutely. In fact, I'd say most of the time your jerk is going to be this nice sort of mashup of various

forms of jerkery. Even the neglectful boss is actually usually also micromanager. And I do think even

times it can be very hard to distinguish between, say like a credit steal and a bulldozer, because they're

exhibiting the same kinds of behaviors.

Bulldozing is usually to get their way about something and credit stealing is just more specifically about

taking credit for an idea or work or whatever. But yeah. And I think that there's some general behaviors

that work for all of these kinds of things that fall under like themes. I think part of what you have to

answer or ask yourself is how aware is your jerk that they're engaging in these things?

And I'd say that people can be multiple types of jerks. They're definitely, almost never aware of it. People

don't know they're jerks, they just don't. The jerks I've talked to have found out their jerks through some

serendipitous thing where they ran into someone at a restaurant 15 years later. And they're like, "I had to

go to therapy for 20 years because of you." And they're like, "What are you talking about? That was the

best year," he's like, "How productive we were together." And they're like, "You destroyed my soul."

And I'm not saying this in jest, I actually know someone that this happened to, and they really had no

idea. So there is this, yeah, people can be multiple jerks and they probably don't know that at all. They

have no sense of awareness around this.

Bosky Mukherjee



One last question. Is there a recommendation in addition to your book that would maybe offer or share

with everyone who is listening to this podcast?

Tessa West

Yeah. I think this is a really general recommendation. But I think one thing that I learned in my career is

that people are afraid to share stories and information and tactics and things like their salary or how

they got a raise. We hold these things pretty close to us, and it's a huge mistake. And so I think we need

to really change the way we talk about these things.

We need to de-stigmatize them. We need to be more open about what we find difficult. We need to be

more open about the strategies that work and that don't work. I'm very open with anyone in my job

about how much money I make and how I got the raises that I got. But I know other people are like, "You

can't talk about money." So we have to remove that whole veneer of like, "You don't share your secrets."

But the more we just share this stuff and share tips and share, what's hard, the more people open up.

And I think we see each other as competition even when that's not really true. And we have to get over

that, you guys talk about the stuff.

And create your group of people that are willing to really open up about, "How much money do you

make? Well, here's what I make. Well, here's how I got this 10% raised. I had lunch with so and so and

this is what I said." And this is a kind of stuff, really concrete stuff that I think we have to stop hoarding in

keeping to ourselves.

Bosky Mukherjee

Thank you. Loved it. Loved it. Loved it.

Tessa West

And good luck to everyone out there trying to get through this really tough stuff. It's not easy and it takes

work, and if you fail, it's okay. I failed a lot, that's just part of the process.


